This paper proposes a new scientific workflow similarity evaluation method. This method combines knowledge graph and the domain knowledge of scientific workflow entities. The input, output and process between them are treated separately. Different weights are identified to them. The whole similarity of two scientific workflows is calculated by the similarity of nodes and weights.
Introduction
To deal with the complex computing process and massive data management, the concept of SWF is put forward, SWF originated from business workflow and was first put forward by Workflow Management Coalition (WFMC) [1] . Since SWF is a fixed process for computing, it is reusable after modification according to application demand. Therefore, it is necessary to study the similarity evaluation of SWF to recommend proper candidate SWF. Most of the previous studies on workflow similarity were carried out from the structural level. Goderis and Santos both studied the largest common [2, 3] Maximal isomorphic subgraph (MSC) from the perspective of workflow substructure. Further, there are also studies on the similarity comparison of subgraphs. Corrales inferred the similarity of the whole graph based on the similarity of sub-graphs [4] . Xiang calculated the workflow similarity based on the above work by using the graph editing distance [5] . Yuan also proposed a control flow distance measurement method of workflow from the perspective of distance [6] . Kefan studied the process similarity in probability workflow on the basis of the above, established workflow system by defining probability structure tree, and proposed workflow measurement method based on tree edit distance [7] .
In terms of semantics, Silva proposed a workflow comparison method based on XML semantics from another perspective [8] . Each semantic tag is defined as an "element". Costa also adopted the method of annotating workflow tags to determine the similarity of workflow [9] . Bergmann introduced semantics by adding tags to each node of workflow, and then summarized the similarity of workflow by comparing the semantics of nodes [10] . Stoyanovich also compares similarities by assigning keyword labels to workflows [11] . Karacapilidis compared workflow data links based on semantic annotations [12] . However, this approach has limitations and is not available in a public working flow repository.
According to the above research, it is easy to ignore the implicit semantic relationship between workflow nodes when considering the structure alone and the accuracy of similarity comparison will be affected. At the same time, when considering the semantics alone, the intuitive similarity of structure will be neglected. The paper introduces knowledge graph (KG) at the workflow level for better similarity evaluation.
Similarity Evaluation Method of SWF Based on KG

Pretreatment
Since branch workflow (BWF) are not convenient for comparison, we preprocess BWF before comparison to make them become several pure sequence workflow (PSWF). Traversed from all start nodes to all end nodes, each case traversed is a new PSWF. For the workflows with transition conditions, separate the conditions as new nodes.
Entities Similarity
In order to obtain the similarity of nodes in different workflows, it is necessary to study the entity similarity (ES) in KG. Yang proposed a Jaccard entity similarity comparison method in literature, which has attribute sets [13, 14] . The calculation formula is shown in formula (1):
For the attribute set A and B of two entities, the greater the Jaccard value is, the greater the similarity between them is. The elements in set A and set B are determined according to the objectively existing KG according to the following rules:
Attribute sets = {Root, Main branch, Branch1, Branch2..., Leaves, Node form}
(2)
The Weight
The start and end of a workflow is often more important than the process. Assume that Wi, Wp and Wo is the weight of Input, Process and Output, respectively. If two workflows end up achieving the same functionality, the two workflows can be considered very similar, even without considering the intermediate process. Therefore, there is a relationship as "Wo > Wi > Wp".
Method of Comparison
According to the weight relationship between Input, Process and Output, the workflow needs to be compared according to the priority order of "Output, Input, Process". Starting with the output of a workflow, compare with the target workflow and traverse the target workflow node until similar node is found. The similarity of nodes in the workflow is determined by the distance of entities in KG. After comparison, the input similarity Si, output similarity So and process similarity Sp of the two workflows are obtained. Combined with weight calculation, the final similarity (FS) of two workflows can be obtained. For example, suppose the pretreatment PSWF WfA is compared to WfB. Output Comparison. Compare the Output terminal of WfB with the Output terminal of WfA from back to front. At first, F 1 is compared with C 1 . If F 1 is far apart from C 1 in the KG, F 1 and C 1 is considered as irrelevant. Then F 1 is compared with the front node of C 1 , that is, B 4 . If the two nodes are still irrelevant, F 1 is compared with the front node of B 4 , that is, B 3 . If no nodes are relevant with F 1 , the node in front of F 1 , that is E 3 , is treated as the node to be compared. Otherwise, the similarity of two relevant nodes can be calculated by formula (1), denoted as output similarity So. In the example in Figure 1 , B 4 and C 1 are denoted as empty nodes, so the similarity between F 1 and B 3 +B 4 +C 1 is So.
Input Comparison. The second step is to compare the Input of WfB with the Input of WfA from front to back. At first, D 1 is compared with A 1 . If they are irrelevant, D 1 is compared with the back node of A 1 , that is, B 1 . Otherwise, the similarity of two relevant nodes can be calculated by formula (1) , denoted as input similarity Si. In the example in Figure 1 , A 1 are denoted as empty nodes, so the similarity between D 1 and B 1 +A 1 is Si.
The above is one of the possible cases in the comparison process, and there may be several other cases, as shown in Table 1 . There are four situations in the comparison process. On the basis of Case1, that is, after a comparison between the Output and the Input, the remaining B 2 nodes in WfA and the remaining E 1 , E 2 and E 3 nodes in WfB are shown in Figure 2 . Take the remaining nodes as a new workflow. Then compare the two remaining workflows. In the sample, E 3 is irrelevant to B 2 . Then B 2 is compared with the front node of E 3 , that is, E 2 , If the two nodes are still irrelevant, Then the comparison of Input terminal, the similarity of two relevant nodes E 1 and B 2 can be calculated by formula (1), denoted as output similarity Sp. In the example in Figure 2 , E 2 and E 3 are denoted as empty nodes, so the similarity between B 2 and E 1 +E 2 +E 3 is Sp. 
Similarity Calculation
The formula of FS is shown in formula (3):
(
The data in Table 2 can be obtained after the comparison of Case1 through two loops. Since the nodes compared in the second loop are all Process nodes in the first loop, the weight needs to be multiplied by formula (4) , where N is the number of cycles. Finally, the FS between WfA and WfB is obtained by formula (3). (4) 
Case Study
For the two workflows in Figure 3 , after pretreatment, Wf1 is divided into four PSWF SW 11~S W 14 , and Wf2 into six PSWF SW 21~S W 26 . We specify the weight Wi, Wp and Wo as 0.3, 0.2 and 0.5, respectively. Si, Sp and So is calculated according to the entity similarity in KG by formula 3. The calculated similarity values of PSWF are shown in Table 3 . Consequently, the final similarity is the maximum value of 24 comparisons, that is, FS = 0.5047. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a KG based method for similarity evaluation of SWF. The similarity of input, output and process in SWF are independently calculated according to entities in KG. Given different weights to them, the similarity of whole SWF is obtained. The current method can only treat with the simple style SWF. The similarity of complex SWF, such as with self-loop, will be studied in the future.
